CREATING INSPIRATION pdf
1: Inspiration for Creating a Farmhouse Garden - The Home Depot Blog
Are You Ready To Be Inspired? You know you are. You want to say goodbye to feelings of overwhelm, self doubt,
boredom or blah. You are sooo ready to take a step forward on a journey towards a life with a little more creativity, joy,
breathing room and space for the new.

Make a List and a Budget Making a list of all the items you need and want for your space is a good way to
prioritize and will serve as a guide when doing research. Then give yourself a budget for each of these items.
Keep in mind that there may be added costs for things like tax and shipping. In addition to this, I always add in
an extra expense for general decor and accessories. Measure Take measurements of your space including
windows, doors, and any permanent structures such as fireplaces, built-in units or anything that will affect the
layout of the room. Use this as a guide for 3. They also set the tone of the room. There are so many factors
when selecting paint colors and it can be very overwhelming. I recommend NOT going with the current
trends. Then when you go on to step 4 and start looking for items to fill the space, keep these paint color
variations in mind. I usually look for the big items first such as rugs and furniture. Take photos, screenshots,
or tear out pages of your magazines. Of course, the things we pick will be visually pleasing to us, but their
main intention is to be purposeful. The colors and style work for my space and are within my budget. All those
elements make these couches good design choices. Order Swatches You can get a sample swatch for almost
any item including fabric for chairs, couches, curtains and even rugs. Most stores will give these away for free,
or for a minimal cost. Collect Your Images Once you have collected a variety of images of the items for your
space rugs, chairs, couches, tables, etc. I like to create a few different design combinations for each space.
Giving yourself a few options will help make your final decisions easier and you might end up with even
better solutions in the end. Adhere to your Boards Once you like your groupings, adhere them onto your
boards. There are also online options such as a Pinterest board. Although those are helpful when gathering my
ideas, I prefer having all my items on a physcial board that I can carry around with me. These physical boards
allow me to hold them up in the space, touch the fabrics, and see accurate color combinations. I often make a
few different design combination boards for each room. Have fun with it â€” this is where you can try
different combinations without any added expense! So keep searching and try something out of your comfort
zone. For example, try a huge clock on a wall instead of a standard-size piece of art. Designing our homes can
be costly and time consuming. But hopefully, these instructions and tips will make the process a bit easier and
more affordable. Even though creating design boards may seem like an extra step when it comes to designing
your home, it will help you make better, more educated decisions and create a more cohesive space with
purpose and meaning.
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2: Creating Inspiration for Conceptual Imagery | Fstoppers
Creating Inspiration, with Jenny McKee, Bowmanville, Ontario. likes. Creating Inspiration facilitates events for women
looking to make changes, feel.

Sometimes we have to create it. Below is a list of practices I follow. Mood Boards Using Pinterest to create a
mood board for your next photoshoot will likely help create inspiration. Once you have enough images
pinned, you can go back and revise your board to match your developing theme. Often times the image
produced evolves beyond the images on the board. For example, in the images on the left, the makeup artist
contributed her artistic vision to the makeup, which advanced the original concept on the board on the right.
Color Palettes Color never ceases to inspire. Further, Color-hex currently has over 48, palettes. To learn more
about color theory, you can visit this article I wrote here. You can take the mood, story, imagery, or the words
themselves from a song and arrange them into a visual representation. You can use this as a starting point to
make the concept in the song your own. Being alone can force you to mentally step away from distractions
and focus on your own creativity in order to maximize productivity. When you fully disconnect from others,
including social media, you can develop a more true sense of your interests, allowing you to embrace ideas
that you might otherwise have pushed aside. Intentional solitude helps you focus more clearly when creating
conceptual imagery. Although nothing is original, you can borrow anything you find inspiring to make your
own art. Find a way to create work that represents your vision as an artist. From there, circle the ones you find
most compelling and break them down in into smaller categories. Pick up a favorite book. Try to move the
images the story evokes from your mind to conceptual imagery. For example, the image below was inspired
by stories in The Brothers Grimm. Leave a comment below to let us know!
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3: Top artists reveal how to find creative inspiration | Culture | The Guardian
If you do any creative work, I'm sure you've experienced this dilemma: Should you ever work when you aren't inspired,
or should you wait for inspiration?

Mine are often set for me by the music the band has come up with. With The Birds, for instance â€” the first
song on our last album â€” the band already had this great groove going, and I knew I wanted the vocals to
reflect the bass-line, so that was immediately something to work with. The first draft is never your last draft.
Nothing you write is by accident. I thought, how can I combine these two ideas? So I came up with an idea
about a love affair that had ended in a field, with birds as the only witnesses. I learned that the hard way: My
taste varies wildly. With Tusk Tusk, it was elephants, clowns and dresses on hangers. I listen to music as I go.
Tamara Rojo, ballet dancer Ballet dancer Tamara Rojo. Tristram Kenton for the Guardian I seek inspiration in
film, theatre, music, art â€” and in watching other ballet companies, other dancers, and other types of dance. I
never feel jealous of another good dancer: I always feel there is so much to learn from them. An idea never
comes to me suddenly; it sits inside me for a while, and then emerges. It was so dark, and it felt just like a
modern-day version of Giselle â€” the story of a young woman taken advantage of by others. It brought the
part alive for me. I tell them to watch that film and see how modern it can be. To be truly inspired, you must
learn to trust your instinct, and your creative empathy. Hard work is important, but that comes before
inspiration: That work is there just to support your instinct and your ability to empathise. Without those, you
can still give a good, technically correct performance â€” but it will never be magical. Shostakovich could not
have composed with the telly on. I work best when I have windows in two walls, for some reason; maybe it is
because there is more light. The afternoon is the worst time for creativity. It is all about developing a cold eye
with which to look over your own work. Fyfe Dangerfield, musician I used to think that being inspired was
about sitting around waiting for ideas to come to you. That can happen occasionally: I liken the process to
seeing ghosts: One of the most difficult things about writing music is the sheer number of distractions: Your
creativity is like a tap: Early in the songwriting process, comparisons do nothing but harm: In fact, I often
have to guilt-trip myself into sitting down to write. It is so easy to let your life get filled up with other stuff â€”
cooking, cleaning, going to the bank, looking after your baby. These everyday things do come through in my
songwriting, though. Most of my songs are defined by a sense of loneliness, of isolation, that I probably get
from spending a lot of time on my own. The little images that I get from sitting alone in my apartment â€” the
way the light is falling through the window; the man I just saw walk by on the other side of the street â€” find
their way into snatches of lyrics. I write in short spurts â€” for five, 10, 15 minutes â€” then I pace around the
room, or go and get a snack. When I first moved to New York some years ago, I used to go to concerts every
night â€” I would see six or seven musicians a week. But every so often I see someone who inspires me to try
something different. That happened recently with Sufjan Stevens â€” I saw him perform in Prospect Park , and
his sound was so huge and poppy that I went home thinking: There are so many great stories out there that
have nothing to do with the theatre, or with other writers. Other creative people are a resource that needs to be
exploited. Music is incredibly evocative: When I wrote my play Penetrator , I listened to a miserable Sade
song on a loop. Shallow-sleep dreams have been the source of many of my best ideas sadly, small children are
no respecters of prospective genius. One truly great image or scene astride a broken mess is more intriguing
than a hundred well-made cliches. In the collaborative arts, the more open you are to shared inspiration, the
richer the work. Isaac Julien, artist I have a magpie attitude to inspiration: I seek it from all sorts of sources;
anything that allows me to think about how culture comes together. Sometimes, too, I look at other artworks
or films to get an idea of what not to do. Lucy Prebble, playwright Lucy Prebble. Writing from a place of
safety produces stuff that is at best dull and at worst dishonest. They are curiously flattered. Start from the
feeling you want the audience to have at the end and then ask "How might that happen? Usually, I become
aware of what has inspired me only towards the end of the creative process, or much later. These are the sorts
of things that motivate me: Focus totally on what people will be doing in the spaces and places you are
designing â€” next year, in five years, in What if this library were a garden? If this facade could speak, would
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it be cooing, swearing, silent, erudite? Architectural problems and propositions have many scales
simultaneously â€” keep ranging across them. The rapid bouncing back and forth of an idea can generate
compelling concepts at amazing speed. Especially if realising the project is a long and demanding process, try
to keep true to the spirit of the initial idea. Give yourself plenty of time to do nothing. It helps me if I can
respond to something that is already there. The things that you found inspiring when you were starting out
usually stay with you. Being messy during a tidy phase is never good, and vice versa. Akram Khan, dancer
and choreographer Akram Khan in Desh. I am inspired by the dialogue between two different bodies, two
different minds, two different ways of expressing a single idea. Even after 37 years, I still feel displaced within
my own body: I have never felt completely at ease with it. Mostly, I am inspired by children and their
grandparents: Start by realising an average idea â€” no one has to see it. I did so partly to get out more, as I
was spending too much time surrounded by the same objects, within the same walls. The sense of guilt I feel
when my dogs are indoors forces me out at regular intervals. One of my favourite new ideas came about when
I stopped to examine a weed growing in the forest I walk in. Your brain needs periods of inactivity. It is just as
possible to be inspired by a film-maker, fashion designer, writer or friend than another artist. Cross-pollination
makes for an interesting outcome. Anyone who over-complicates things is at best insecure and at worst stupid.
If buyers all knew what they wanted before it had been made, they could have made it themselves, or at least
commissioned it. Kate Royal , opera singer Soprano Kate Royal. As opera singers, we are bound by many
rules â€” musically, dramatically, interpretatively. When inspiration strikes, you have to hope that the other 10
people on stage will give you space to wallow in your "moment". The more you drink, the uglier you sound. If
you want it to inspire you, you have to inspire it, with lots of rest, steam, sweets and a good talking to every
now and again. It can only end in misery â€” you either believe the crap or the good, or none of it at all.
Sometimes even the man asleep at the back has inspired me to sing with a little more "edge". Fear can shut
down creativity, as can the pressure to impress. It can get in the way. Olivia Williams, actor Olivia Williams.
Acting is specific, because it requires co-operation and social interaction â€” both to observe, experience and
empathise with other human behaviours in order to reproduce them believably on stage or screen, or just to
work with other actors to create a scene. Then, when inspiration has struck, comes the messy process of
practicalities. Martin Parr , photographer We live in a difficult but inspiring world, and there is so much out
there that I want to record. However you cannot photograph everything, so I have to select subjects that throw
light on the relationship I have with the world. This is often expressed as an ambiguity or a contradiction.
Look at tourism, for example. This rub between mythology and reality is the inspiration â€” and the
contradiction. Inspiration can also come when a good connection is made with the subject.
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4: Create an Inspiration Board {Make Time & Space for You} - The Inspired Room
Inspiration boards are the foundation for each Elle & Company client design project. Before I begin creating logo
concepts or illustrating patterns, I always start by pulling inspiration from photos and compiling them into a clean and
cohesive inspiration board.

Print Email Feeling inspired can be tough at times, especially for artists who have a job outside of art. We may
be too tired to think straight, or distracted by our daily routine. In such situations, we have to search for
sources of inspiration and creativity. Inspiration ideas are all around us â€” everywhere an artist ventures, who
they speak with, what they experience, and everything an artist does outside of the art field. Whether you are
experiencing artists block, or just need some ideas on where to look for artistic inspiration, this article should
be for you. Consistently use an artist sketchbook. Create numerous artworks simultaneously. Look at the art of
other artists online and at art galleries. Try out a new artistic medium. Listen to music Listening to music
always sets a mood while painting and creating art. Whether it is soft and mellow, or fast rhythmic tunes, the
music will help to clear your mind from distractions. If you are accustomed to one type of music, but still are
feeling uninspired, listen to something you have not before. One idea is to put on a favourite album from your
teenage years. This might get your creative juices flowing once more. Take Lots of Photographs Carry a
camera wherever you go and take lots of pictures. Photograph anything that catches your eye. Whatever your
style of art, you will develop a better eye for composition than you ever thought possible. Occasionally review
your photographs and select the best for printing. Either create a scrapbook or photo album which can be
examined for ideas, or pin all the best images to a wall. Read a Book Reading stimulates the imagination. If
you are a frequent reader already, attempt reading something completely different. Thoughts may spring to
mind that never occurred to you, and you may end up feeling more inspired. Keep a sketchbook nearby so
ideas may be transferred as you imagine them. Take a Hike, Boat Ride, etc. Get outdoors, and go for a walk
along a trail or beach, or for a boat ride, and clear your mind. Nature is always inspiring. There is so much
natural beauty that most of us miss out on every day. Also take a sketch book and camera along sometimes,
and sketch or photograph anything that appeals to you. Stay Healthy Being physically fit, eating healthy, and
getting plenty of sleep have direct affect on inspiration. It can be difficult to feel creative when over tired and
not exercising regularly. The more healthy we are, the better our chances of finding inspiration. Listen to
Dreams Dreams have inspired many artists throughout the years. Some dreams are very vivid, and inspiring. I
have actually dreamed about uncreated paintings at times. Has anyone else experienced this? It helps to have a
sketchbook near your bed in case you wake up from a particularly interesting dream. Record it right away
while it is clear in your mind, or it will most likely be forgotten by morning. Collaborate with Artists Consider
doing a collaborative project or artwork with other artists. Every artist is unique, and has their own unique
perspective and ways of looking at things. You may learn to see things differently, and might feel inspired to
create artworks that would not have came to mind otherwise. Do not Always Focus on Good Ideas Good ideas
are generally hard to come by, even for the most talented artists. Not every artwork is a true creative success.
Assuming that you are stuck for inspiration, think of ideas you have put aside because you thought it was
mediocre. The point is, to keep creating. As long as you produce artwork, there is always the chance of seeing
something in your painting that inspires another. Look at Child Art Children create with such simplicity and
directness. They create based on what they see, feel, and know, without any preconceived drawing or painting
conventions. Creating along with children can help reveal a new way of looking at things. Talk to Senior
Citizens Visit a senior citizens home, or talk to your own grandfather. Listen to their stories of how things
were before you were born. They know these things first hand, but we have to picture them in our minds.
Imagination often leads to inspiration. Time for Inspiration Create at the time of day you feel most inspired.
Some artists are night owls, and can think more clearly at night. Others become inspired more in the daytime.
If you are feeling uninspired because you are painting at a particular time of day, endeavour to create at a
different time. Hobbies and Pass-times Think about your hobbies and pass-times. If you are interested in
certain television shows, movies, sports, video games, etc. Try switching through the cable channels
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repeatedly until you see something interesting that inspires you. Many times we get bogged down with trying
to think of themes to paint, or creating a certain way. Paint and create art because you enjoy it, not always
because you want to create a work of art. Focusing on your medium more than your theme or subject can aid
in developing more personal techniques, which may lead to bursts of inspiration. Communicate More As
artists we tend to spend a lot of time alone creating in our own little world. Interacting with other people,
having conversations, and being more sociable can help to accelerate inspiration. What inspiration ideas do
you have to share with us?
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5: Creating Inspiration â€” futureofworkhub
Creating Quotes Inspirational Quotes about Creating. May you find great value in these inspirational Creating Quotes
from my large datebase of inspiring quotes and sayings.

Search Facebook for new inspirational pages to follow. Find Inspiration in Possibilities Teach someone to do
something and tap into your potential as a leader. Immerse yourself in learning something new and allow
yourself to forget about the limitations of time. Create a vision board with pictures of all of those things.
Brainstorm for ideas for a new project. Attend a conference or retreat to connect with like-minded people.
Find Inspiration in People Ask someone to tell you about the thing they love the most in life, and watch how
they light up sharing their passion. Ask your parents to tell you what you were like as a child , and remember
what mattered to you then. Notice what matters to someone and focus solely on how they experience it. Join
an organization of people making a positive difference in the world. Read an autobiography by someone who
has marched to the beat of their own drummer. Make a list of all the ways your friends and family members
are your heroes. Spend time with children and see the world through their eyes. Find Inspiration in Yourself
Disconnect for a while and write in a journal. Make today the day you embrace a new healthy habit that can
change your life for the better. Give yourself a pressure-free day with nothing to do except the things you
enjoy. Try something new and revel in the sensation of stretching beyond your comfort zone. Express yourself
creatively in a way you never have before, by sculpting, for example, and see what comes in your mind and
heart. Enjoy something you created in the pastâ€”a blog post, a video, a drawing, or a project. Sing in the
shower. Put your heart into and release your feelings through music. Recognize in yourself the strengths you
see in other people. What inspired you today?
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6: â•¤ï¸• Free Guide To Getting Started With Making Inspirational Videos
This article by Finn Jackson is the third in a series examining the future of leadership in a changing world. It considers
how future leaders can create inspiring visions of the future they want to create for their organisations.

Forgive others for whatever they may have done or failed to do that cause you harm. Declare today to be a
new beginning. Let go of the past and move on with creating a joyful new future for yourself. Sign-up for your
free subscription to my Daily Inspiration - Daily Quote email. To confirm your subscription, you must click
on a link in the email being sent to you. Each email contains an unsubscribe link. Self-honor self-respect is in
no way selfish. Before I can give to others, I must have something to give. Only by first creating my own
self-esteem and happiness, do I possess the resources to contribute anything meaningful to others. I think of
our customers all the time. There is no virtue whatsoever in creating clothing or accessories that are not
practical. And, in the short term, even if you hate your job, look for small joys at work each day, perhaps in
your interactions with customers and co-workers. What will your legacy be? What will your
great-grandchildren be told about you? Creating a legacy does not have to be a burden, it can be your joy and
can create your satisfaction with living each day. What kind of world do you want to leave your
great-grandchildren? What can you do today to help create that world? To me, his face is new and might be
legendary someday. Is President Obama creating a civil war in our own country? It is an admirable quality.
Roosevelt Enthusiasm is not the same as just being excited. One gets excited about going on a roller coaster.
One becomes enthusiastic about creating and building a roller coaster. You convey emotion but you are only
using your body. That means not being afraid to experiment with various ingredients. I got into making music
when I was a child, starting with the spoons and the koto before moving onto the piano. I love finding those
stories and creating a visual world to tell the story. God planted that in my head in an instant. Reilly You have
to work at creating your own culture. I am not in favor of creating new human embryos through cloning.
Rendell Americans should be free to recognize our religious heritage; doing that is not the same as creating a
government-sponsored religion. Hoffmann Ironically I think this is what sparked my interest in and passion
for the NOAH, which is capable of creating all these old weird and wonderful sounds. I just want to keep
creating stuff, work regularly and learn how to use a computer properly. May the world be kind to you, and
may your own thoughts be gentle upon yourself.
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7: Creating Inspiration | Creating an environment that allows inspiration to flow
Learn all the details on how to create an inspiration board when designing a room. These tips will help you streamline
your design choices, make better decisions, stay within your budget, and save you time. Designing spaces in our homes
is often a challenging job. And it can even be so hard for some.

How did Kafka produce such fantastic creative works while holding down his day job? By sticking to a strict
schedule. He would go to his job from 8: Kafka is hardly unique in his commitment to a schedule. As Mason
Currey notes in his popular book, Daily Rituals: Maya Angelou would rent a local hotel room and go there to
write. She arrived at 6: She would never sleep at the hotel. Haruki Murakami wakes up at 4 AM, writes for
five hours, and then goes for a run. Permission to Create Junk Weightlifting offers a good metaphor for
scheduling creative work. Eventually, I figured out that those below average days were just part of the process.
The only way to actually lift bigger weights was to continually show up every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday â€” regardless of whether any individual workout was good or bad. Creative work is no different than
training in the gym. The only way to unveil the great ideas inside of you is to go through a volume of work ,
put in your repetitions , and show up over and over again. Obviously, doing something below average is never
the goal. The only way to be consistent enough to make a masterpiece is to give yourself permission to create
junk along the way. The schedule is the system that makes your goals a reality. This is the difference between
professionals and amateurs. Professionals set a schedule and stick to it. Amateurs wait until they feel inspired
or motivated.
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8: Creating an Inspiration Portfolio - Expressive Homes
We all want to feel moved, and then to use that to create love, joy, passion, and purpose. If you've been feeling stuck or
uninspired, these ideas may help you find inspiration: Find Inspiration in Nature.

Create webs, idea maps, mind maps, concept maps, graphic organizers, process flows, and other diagrams for
thinking, organizing and writing. Use these proven visual thinking and learning techniques to brainstorm or
brainwrite ideas, explore and explain relationships, and integrate new knowledge with what you already know.
Represent information and trigger memory with symbols and images. Jumpstart the writing process by adding
notes to symbols. Highlight key concepts and group information with different text and link colors and font
styles. Add symbols and images in multiple ways. Point and click to place them, use the Create tool, or drag
and drop from the Symbol palette. Choose the method that works best for you and your project. Show
relationships between ideas with links. Explain the relationship between ideas with linking phrases â€” choose
from a list of common phrases or write in your own. Organize ideas effortlessly using the Arrange tool or to
create various tree charts and webs. Expand your central idea by adding new topic and subtopic branches.
Rearrange and connect ideas easily by dragging branches into place. Use the Relationship tool to show
connections among branches and topics. Branches and their sub-branches automatically maintain the same
color to visually keep related thoughts together. Structure your work for planning and writing. Learn how to
brainstorm and create essay outlines to support the writing process. Gather and keep track of research
information and develop a logical flow for written and oral communication. With Outline View, you can
quickly develop main and supporting ideas and add detail helping you write to a purpose. Outlining, paired
with the integrated visual views, lets you move seamlessly between visual and written expressions of your
thinking to expand and refine ideas and produce quality work. Transform diagrams and mind maps to outlines
with one click. Continue the writing process by adding topics, subtopics and notes text. Diagram View and
Map View update automatically. Organize ideas and information with power outlining tools: Rearrange topics
simply by dragging. Subtopics and notes move automatically. Change idea hierarchy, split or combine topics,
transform lists to topics and subtopics, and demote and promote groups of subtopics to fine tune your work.
Manage your outline structure and order by hiding or showing subtopics and notes. Keep visual connections
intact. See associated symbols and linking phrases from Diagram View in Outline View. Meet word and page
count requirements with Word Count. Inspiration provides all the tools to create organized, polished, formal
presentations that convey ideas clearly and demonstrate your understanding and knowledge. Develop ideas
from content and snapshot graphics automatically generated from your Diagram, Map and Outline Views.
Add, duplicate, reorder and delete slides and talking points to expand your presentation and communicate your
message effectively. Use ready-made professional background themes to create visually appealing
presentations. Change background colors and font styles or add graphic backgrounds to your own custom
theme styles. Choose from different slide layouts to best communicate your key points and visual content.
Communicate visually by adding graphics from your computer and the internet. Create your own snapshots
from your diagram or mind map. Add impact to your talking points by including videos and sounds that play
directly from your presentation. Clarify your points of view and support your message by adding hyperlinks
and speaker notes. Use slide transitions and reveal talking points individually to engage your audience. Print
your slides in various formats with or without speaker notes for handouts including 3x5 and 4x6 cards. Present
using single screen or take advantage of speaker monitor support that shows speaker notes and other presenter
information. Run your presentation automatically with the Auto-Play option. Include videos and record and
play sound in your diagrams, outlines and presentations to add multimedia impact. Capture the most important
details in literary and informational text using Inspiration as a note taking tool. Transfer your work to a word
processor to streamline and support project completion. Save documents as PDFs. Export diagrams and mind
maps as. Use Inspiration to its Full Potential Choose from over graphic organizer templates to provide
guidelines and help you start projects quickly. Examples give you ideas on how Inspiration can be used across
the curriculum.
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9: The Myth of Creative Inspiration: Great Artists Don't Wait for Motivation
The benefits of workplace inspiration and employee engagement have been touted for years. What hasn't been touted is
how a business leader can create workplace inspiration.

Sign up for my newsletter to stay in touch! Do you have even a small corner of your home set aside for your
passions or hobbies, a place that inspires you to do what you love? Even though my passion and purpose and
job all intersect, I still find it important to remember that this is what I love apart from what I do for a
business. Finding time and space for you and what you love is important. Creating a home is my passion. I
told my book editor the other day that I just needed to get away from my computer and DO the things I was
writing about. Sometimes you just need a little inspiration to remember who you are and what you love! I
recently inspiration boards right above my desk to remind myself of things I love to do. Yes, I have to work
there. Yes, I work really hard. Does it get any better than that? Of course, just like everyone else, there times
when I lose sight of things I love. Taking time for ourselves away from the house, the family, the
responsibilities is important too. I sometimes forget to make time to get away from work or escape the day to
day schedule. Making time to be a balanced person and just enjoy life and connect with others is so important
too. Make an inspiration board! If you have an unused board you can use, pull it out. Or make a board. Or go
find a new one. Or find a blank space on a wall that you could use as an inspiration board. If you need a
bulletin board, I found mine at HomeGoods but I found one similar here. If you need push pins, here are the
cute ones I used on my board, above. After you are done reading this post: See if someone else can watch the
kids if you have them so you have an hour or two of focused time. Now look around your house for things that
you can use for your inspiration board. What do you love? What makes your heart sing? What brings you joy?
Cut things out of a magazine. Look through drawers for mementos or treasures that might inspire you. Look
through cards that people have given you. Gather pretty scrapbook paper that inspires you. Paint a little scene.
Find fabric swatches or yarn or ribbon. Step back and look at your board. Do you see YOU? You are unique
and special. You need to make time for that girl to be who she was created to be.
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